The discovery of dipole-induced exchange bias (EB), switching from negative to positive sign, is reported in systems where the antiferromagnet and the ferromagnet are separated by a paramagnetic spacer (AFM-PM-FM). The magnitude and sign of the EB is determined by the cooling field strength and the PM thickness. The same cooling field yields negative EB for thin spacers, and positive EB for thicker ones. The EB decay profile as a function of the spacer thickness, and the change of sign, are attributed to longranged dipole coupling. Our model, which accounts quantitatively for the experimental results, ignores the short range interfacial exchange interactions of the usual EB theories. Instead, it retains solely the long range dipole field that allows for the coupling of the FM and AFM across the PM spacer. The experiments allow for novel switching capabilities of long range EB systems, while the theory allows description of the structures where the FM and AFM are not in atomic contact. The results provide a new approach to design novel interacting heterostructures.
Introduction
Exchange Bias (EB) 1,2 is a phenomenon that has attracted much attention because of its basic scientific interest and relevant technological applications such as spin valves, 1,3 magnetic sensors, 4 and spintronic devices. 5, 6 EB was discovered by
Meiklejohn and Bean 7 in Co clusters embedded in CoO, and its fingerprint is the off-center shift of the hysteresis cycle, due to the coupling between a FM and an AFM. For low cooling fields the hysteresis loop shift is negative (NEB), i.e. opposite to the applied field; 1, 8 in contrast, for large cooling fields the shift can be positive (PEB). [9] [10] [11] On the basis of experimental results several models have been developed which explain many aspects of EB. 1, 8, 12, 13 However, additional features have been discovered: the coexistence of NEB and PEB in FM-AFM bilayers, due to hysteresis sub loops that shift in opposite directions, 14 and negative long range exchange bias coupling through a paramagnetic spacer in FM-PM-AFM trilayers. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] These interesting effects, with potential technological applications such as tunable EB-based devices, 14 constitute a step forward in the field of EB. Moreover, it has been recently demonstrated that long-range interactions play a key role in stabilizing isolated skyrmions 21 and in controlling localized spin structures at the nanoscale. 22 Thus, a full understanding of the physical mechanism of long-range interactions is essential for designing layered structures with novel spin textures.
Results and model
We report the observation of long range switching, from negative to positive EB in FeF 2 /Au/Ni trilayers, and provide a theoretical model that describes the results. PEB and NEB can be tuned as a function of both the field cooling strength H FC , and the PM thickness. In order to investigate this long-range FM-AFM coupling an FeF 2 (70 nm)/Au(t PM )/Ni (30 nm)/Al (2 nm) wedge-shaped trilayer was fabricated by electron beam evaporation, at a base pressure of 5 × 10 −7 Torr. FeF 2 was deposited onto an MgF 2 (110) single crystal at 300°C. The temperature was reduced to 150°C for the deposition of Au, Ni and the Al protecting layer. A shadow blade covered progressively the sample during Au growth, in order to obtain the wedge-shaped Au layer, which varies in thickness from t PM = 0 to 13 nm. As a consequence a PM wedge with a slope of 0.5 nm mm −1 is obtained. The magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE, with a 100 μm diameter laser spot was used to measure local hysteresis loops as a function of Au thickness. Fig. 1(a-c) . The MOKE hysteresis loops were obtained by probing several positions on the sample. Three cooling fields were selected to illustrate different cases: (i) weak cooling fields (H FC = 100 Oe) yield negative exchange bias (NEB) for all spacer thicknesses, as seen in Fig. 1(a) .
Experimental results
(ii) For intermediate cooling fields (H FC = 500 Oe) the H EB dependence with t PM displays both regimes: NEB for thin Au layers, and PEB for thicker spacer layers, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . (iii) Large cooling fields (H FC = 2500 Oe) lead to hysteresis loops with only positive exchange bias (PEB), as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
As shown in Fig. 1(b) , two H EB values of opposite sign coexist for the same t Au . The NEB/PEB ratio evolves with t Au , with an increasing (decreasing) contribution of PEB (NEB) sub-loops as t Au increases. This coexistence is attributed to the local distribution of long-range coupling strengths in the area probed by the laser spot, as explained below.
Theoretical model
In order to explain the above experimental results we put forward a model whose main features are: (i) the breaking of the AFM magnetic symmetry in the vicinity of the AFM-PM interface due to the coupling between uncompensated magnetic moments in the AFM and the FM, [23] [24] [25] the interaction with the external magnetic field 12, 26 and the inherent magnetic defects at the AFM-PM interface, 1, 2, 8 which break the balance between the magnetic moment averages of the sublattices; (ii) a long range dipolar coupling between the magnetic domains in the FM and the AFM. While the influence of the AFM domain size on EB in AFM/FM bilayers has been extensively examined, 27-29 a deep understanding of long range coupling across a spacer is still not available; and (iii) the competition of the strength of the applied and dipolar fields that controls the magnitude and sign of the exchange bias, by varying the size of the magnetic domains induced at the FM-PM. We assume that the domains in the AFM, which are due to the energy balance and that originate EB, are created during field cooling and remain frozen even when the FM is fully saturated, as observed experimentally in exchange coupled bilayers. 24, [30] [31] [32] [33] As shown in Fig. 2 (a), during the field cooling process FM layers are fully saturated and magnetic domains are nucleated at AFM, simultaneously. At zero field cooling as seen in Fig. 2(b) , FM domains are formed due to a remanent dipole field. This differs from the conventional approach that attributes EB to interface exchange, between two differently ordered magnetic materials in close atomic contact, and whose main ingredient is the exchange coupling between the FM and the AFM. Moreover, no FM-PM or AFM-PM exchange interactions are included here. Therefore, H EB does depend on the spacer thickness, and consequently the presence of a spacer is a sine qua non requirement for our model, but it restricts our results to PM thicknesses larger than 5 Å, since when t PM ≤ 5 Å the exchange coupling between the AFM and the FM cannot be ignored. Our assumption about AFM domains is based on photoemission, electron microscopy and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism measurements, 30, 34 by the formation of a two domain state, composed of uncompensated spins, as observed experimentally. 14, 35, 36 Since for large cooling fields the anisotropy energy is significantly larger than the dipolar and Zeeman energies, these domains remain frozen during the hysteresis cycle. In fact the dipolar coupling, and therefore EB, depends on the long range dipolar coupling between the FM and the AFM, and the formation of the AFM domains. The latter in turn is determined by the symmetry breaking of the The physics of the microscopic mechanism of the magnetization reversal mode, after field cooling, is illustrated in Fig. 3  (a-c) , at H FC = 100, 500, and 2500 (Oe); for simplicity, let us consider a small fraction of the FeF 2 /Au/Ni trilayer composed of two magnetic oppositely oriented AFM domains, only the FM-PM and AFM-PM are shown in Fig. 3 . During field cooling, AFM domains with opposite net magnetizations arise from the competition between the Zeeman energy and the dipolar interaction with the saturated FM. After cooling at zero field, below the Néel temperature, the spin structure on the FM-PM interface is related to the AFM domain pattern, displaying the coexistence of magnetic domains with opposite orientations on the FM. When the field is swept during the hysteresis cycle the magnetic domain formation on the FM is determined by the competition between the formation of large domains induced by the Zeeman interaction and the formation of small domains due to the local dipole fields. 30 The FM-AFM interaction energy density of two noninteracting FM domains is given by
where μ 0 is the vacuum permeability, β is the angle between the applied field (H) and the FM anisotropy axis. θ 1 and θ 2 are the angles between the applied field and the magnetization of domains-1 and 2. The first term of eqn (1) is the contribution of the FM uniaxial anisotropy energy (K FM ), the second corresponds to the Zeeman energy, and the last one is the energy contribution of the dipole interaction E dip . The FM domain-2 reverts with an additional energy cost to yield PEB. In contrast, the FM domain-1 reverts in the opposite direction and yields NEB, as is seen below. Therefore, the dipolar term in eqn (1) takes the form The staggered magnetization is m AFM = μ B Σ r 〈S z α (r) − S z β (r)〉 ≠ 0, r denotes a lattice site, and μ B is the Bohr magneton (the details are provided in the ESI †). When the cooling field is applied along the easy axis of an AFM, quantum fluctuations of the frustrated spins break the balance between the two magnetic sublattices, 13, 26 and therefore |〈S , valid for t PM > 5 Å as explained above is therefore induced, which couples the AFM domains to the FM domains across the PM spacer of thickness t PM . To obtain the magnetization M we solve ∂E int (θ 1 , θ 2 )/∂θ 1 = 0 = ∂E int (θ 1 , θ 2 )/∂θ 2 . Hence,
where M sat is the saturation magnetization. Inspired by Gaunt's model 37 we obtain (see details in the ESI †)
where
AFM is the ratio between the size of FM domain-k, induced in the absence of external magnetic fields, and the size of the respective AFM domain-k. Replacing eqn (2), (4), and (5) with eqn (1), one obtains
where H NEB < 0 and H PEB > 0 are given by
To estimate H EB we compute 32 H EB = H PEB + H NEB where H PEB > 0 and H NEB < 0. This way the energy cost of the reversal of these additional magnetic fields generates a double hysteresis loop. The parameters adopted in this calculation 1, 8, 26 are Fig. 3(a) ). For intermediate H FC , double hysteresis loops appear as shown in Fig. 3(b) . For H FC = 2500 [Oe] the size of the FM domains oriented along H FC is larger than the size of the FM domains oriented opposite to H FC , and consequently PEB is generated as illustrated in Fig. 3(c) .
The ratio of the sizes of the FM and AFM domains critically depends on the only adjustable parameters ρ 1 and ρ 2 . If this distribution is too wide then it quenches the magnetic moments induced by the quantum fluctuations, and the effects disappear. From these results, and assuming that the domain configurations induced by the cooling field in the AFM remain frozen, 8, 10 the EB profile can be obtained using eqn (7) and (8) .
In fact, the magnetization orientation of the FM is determined by the competition between the dipole field generated by the domains in the AFM, and the applied field. As mentioned above Fig. 4(a-c) show the experimental and theoretical results for the H EB (t PM ) profile as a function of Au spacer thickness, which are in fairly good agreement with the experimental data (emptysymbols). We found that the fraction of magnetic vacancies required to fit the data is always less than 1%.
In addition, we show in Fig. 5 a plot of the critical thicknesses where the exchange bias vanishes under different cooling fields. For the three experimentally determined cooling field values (H FC = 100, 500 and 2500 Oe) t Crit ≈ 30 Å. In Fig. 3(b) two sub-loops are observed, in agreement with experiment. The EB profiles for H FC = 100 [Oe] and H FC = 2500 [Oe] are also in agreement with experiment. For H FC = 500 [Oe] and t PM = 15 Å, a transition from NEB to PEB is observed, as shown in Fig. 1(b) and 4(b), which is in good agreement with our theory. It is worth emphasizing that our model yields negative and positive EB, and the NEB/PEB transition, with a single set of parameters.
Conclusions
In conclusion, these results show the first evidence for positive and negative EB in AFM/PM/FM trilayers. The sign and magnitude of the H EB can be tuned by the cooling field strength and the paramagnetic spacer thickness. The model, based on magnetic domain formations in the AFM and long range interactions, describes qualitatively and quantitatively the experimental dependence of H EB on the spacer thickness for low and high cooling fields. Moreover, our model accounts for the switching from negative to positive EB observed for a certain PM thickness and intermediate cooling fields. We have shown that the nucleation of oppositely oriented magnetic domain breaks the symmetry and even gives rise to EB when the AFM free original surface is magnetically compensated. This long range interaction could be used to manipulate EB-based devices, such as spin valves and magnetic sensors.
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